OUTLINE OF EVENTS

JANUARY
17  Overview of the course and learning objectives for the semester.
24  Discussion of articles by search candidates
31  NO CLASS - SEARCH ACTIVITIES

FEBRUARY
7   TK           The Psychology of Working Theory
14  TK           Implicit memory and decision making
21  Maggie       Work issues for persons with OCD
28  Yilei        Work issues for Asian/Asian American college students
                Sara          Working moms

MARCH
7   Bahaur & Michael  TBD
     Max & Robyn      TBD
14  PROPOSAL ABSTRACTS DUE to tk via email
     Ryan & Troy      TBD
     Niwa            Work issues for DACA students
21  SPRING BREAK
28  Jonathan        Work issues for Individuals with autism
     Kelsey & Sarah  Work issues for Adults with disabilities

APRIL
4   Aishah         Work issues for Offenders
     Miriam         Work issues for Teen parents
11  Scott          TBD
     PROPOSAL WRITE-UP DUE
     PROPOSAL PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
18  PROPOSAL PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
25  SPECIAL POPULATIONS POSTER SESSION

MAY
2